**720-1080 mm ceiling mount**
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*available space for mounting, cables, sockets etc. space not available behind driverbox and length crossbar
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1500-1800 mm ceiling mount
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1860-2160 mm ceiling mount

Available space for mounting, cables, sockets etc. Space not available behind driver box and length crossbar.
2220-2520 mm ceiling mount
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2580-2880 mm ceiling mount
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2940-3240 mm ceiling mount
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*available space for mounting, cables, sockets etc. space not available behind driverbox and length crossbar
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3300-3600 mm ceiling mount
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Panel height

*available space for mounting, cables, sockets etc.

space not available behind driverbox and length crossbar
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3660-3960 mm ceiling mount

*available space for mounting, cables, sockets etc. space not available behind driverbox and length crossbar
4020-4320 mm ceiling mount

*available space for mounting, cables, sockets etc. space not available behind driverbox and length crossbar
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4380-4680 mm ceiling mount
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*available space for mounting, cables, sockets etc. space not available behind driverbox and length crossbar
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4740-5040 mm ceiling mount
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**Available space for mounting, cables, sockets etc.**

**Panel height**

*Available space for mounting, cables, sockets etc. space not available behind driverbox and length crossbar*